6th July 2020

TRANSITION FOR ALL
Week 15—Transition support
As another week passes I am amazed at the great work being sent to me. This weeks shout outs go to Chloe from Bearwood and Tilly from St Margaret's primary schools.
This weeks task:

#IsThisMe?
In my lessons I used to like to play a game called Is this me. It is very simple, you have to come
up with 3 facts about your life. The catch is that one must be a lie! Can you help your new
teachers get to know you by guessing which one your lie is?
Here is an example for you, can you guess my lie?
1) I went to school in Sandwell and have worked here since I started teaching.
2) I cannot ride a bike.

3) I was filmed and interviewed as a teacher and it was shown on TV.
Send all of your #IsThisMe ’facts’ along with your current school and your future school to

Secondary school changes
When you arrive at secondary school you will see that the site is much bigger than you are used to and the rooms all
have numbers that you will need to learn the code for. You will need to learn how to get form one room to another
and it won’t be the same two rooms each time! Sounds complicated doesn't it! You get used to it, I promise.

Top Tip
•

Using a map (that will most likely be on the schools website), ask someone in your house to create a pretend timetable for you,
or see if there is an example timetable on the website that you can use. Can you now try to plan how you need to get from one
classroom to another?

•

Is there more than one place that you might be able to get food at lunchtime? Can you see which will be
closest to where you will be at lunch time based on your pretend timetable!

•

If you have any questions about any of this, you can send them to me and I can pass them onto your
new school to get some answers.
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